<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:30-9:45    | TC2EN233 (5): Linguistics for Primary English Teachers  
                 Dr Sarah Shono; RM271  
                 TC2MA233 (4): Topics in Arithmetic  
                 Ms Elizabeth; RM114  
                 TC1SC237 (2): Life Sciences Explorations for Young Learners  
                 Ms Irene; RM276  
                 TCPB232 (1): Inclusive Classrooms for Young Children  
                 Dr Mohamed Issah; RM275  
                 TC2AR232 (7): Children's Literature in Arabic  
                 Dr Suad AlYousufi; RM180  
|              | TC2SC237 (4): Topics in Chemistry for Primary Teachers  
                 Mr Mr; RM271  
| 10:00-11:15  | TC1EN235 (2): Literacy for Early Primary  
                 Dr Zainab Allaith; RM114  
                 TCPB211 (7): Inclusive Classrooms  
                 Dr Nader; RM275  
|              | TC2EN236 (5): Academic Reading in English  
                 Dr Rayenne; RM271  
|              | TC1SC237 (3): Life Sciences Explorations for Young Learners  
                 Dr Mounir Saleh; RM267  
|              | TC1SC237 (1): Life Sciences Explorations for Young Learners  
                 Ms Irene; RM276  
|              | TC2AR232 (6): Children's Literature in Arabic  
                 Dr Suad AlYousufi; RM180  
|              | TCPB233 (2): Social Studies for Young Learners  
|              | *(Only this class starts at 10:15 – 11:30)  
              | Ms Zain; RM008  
| 11:30-12:45  | TC1EN235 (3): Literacy for Early Primary  
                 Dr Zainab Allaith; RM114  
|              | TC1EN235 (1): Literacy for Early Primary  
                 Dr Zainab Allaith; RM114  
|              | TCPB236 (4): Topics in Biological Sciences for Primary Teachers  
                 Dr Mounir Saleh; RM267  
|              | TC2AR235 (6): Teaching Arabic Literacy: Reading and Listening  
                 Dr Fares; RM210  
|              | TC1EN235 (2): Literacy for Early Primary  
|              | *(Only this class starts at 1:10 and ends at 2:25)  
|              | Mr Mohammed Yusuf; RM041  
| 1:00-2:15    | TCPB233 (1): Social Studies for Young Learners  
                 Ms Zain; RM267  
|              | TCPB235 (7): Teaching Arabic Literacy: Reading and Listening  
                 Dr Fares; RM210  
|              | TCPB211 (5): Inclusive Classrooms  
                 Dr Nader; RM270  
|              | TC2MA234 (4): Topics in Geometry  
|              | *(Only this class starts at 1:10 and ends at 2:25)  
|              | Mr Mohammed Yusuf; RM041  
|              | TCPB232 (2): Inclusive Classrooms for Young Children  
                 Dr Mohamed Issah; RM276  
| 2:30-3:45    | TCPB233 (3): Social Studies for Young Learners  
                 Ms Zain; RM267  
|              | TCPB211 (6): Inclusive Classrooms  
                 Dr Nader; RM270  
|              | TCPB233 (3): Social Studies for Young Learners  
|              | TCPB234 (1): Functional Approaches to Arabic Language  
                 Dr Mohamed AlSawy; RM270  
|              | TC2EN234 (5): English Phonetics and Phonology  
                 Ms Afra; RM178  
|              | TCP2AR234 (7): Advanced Readings in Arabic  
                 Mr Mohamed Momni; RM270  
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